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THE PIER TRAINS
Obviously over this long and
strange summer the Pier was
closed and indeed the Pier
Museum will not be reopening
this year, sadly. But is set for a
revamp by the volunteers over
the winter for a grand reopening
next season. Please support it.

However, the selection of the
design and colouring of the new
Pier trains went ahead with lots of
you expressing your preferences.
The final selection was for a more
modern cab but reverting to the
traditional green and cream livery.

I am sure in January none of us would have dreamt that what we have been
going through in the last few months was possible. But here we are in September already and the year has come and gone. We do hope that you have
kept safe and well and if things have been difficult, for whatever reason, you
have come through it safely.
Sadly of course for the Society it has meant a year of relative inactivity. We
had to cancel all our meetings and close the Heritage Centre and, in perhaps
the hottest summer for ages, that is a financial blow to the Centre.
Still we soldier on and are now open again, albeit on a reduced number of
days. We have had to have some works done to the Centre for Covid safety.
So there are now Perspex screens around the till and counter areas and we
are regulating the numbers allowed in and the route they take going round.
So far so good.
Some of our helpers who continue to shield and those who are just a little
wary of being thrown back into the public arena, have decided to give the rest
of this year a miss. We totally understand that, but it has left us with a bit of a
headache over opening rotas. Currently we are open Thursday to Sunday
only.
So once again we are on the lookout for more volunteers who would like to
take a more active part in the work of the Society and Centre and can commit
to a regular stint. It is very rewarding in terms of the people you meet and the
knowledge you gain about our great town. Just get in touch with Pat Gaskell
on 01702 473573 if you’d like to find out more.
After Christmas (what an awful thought) we will be thinking about our
programme for next year and hope to pick up on some of the talks we have
missed in the last few months. And of course there will be Leighway to look
forward to.
This year of course is the 400th anniversary of the sailing of the Mayflower to
America and, although we have no proof, as some would like to think, that
she either was built here, owned here or stopped here, there are connections
locally and so Jenny and Ed Simpson, our intrepid archivists, have put
together a small exhibition about the ship and her voyage as part of our
rotating exhibition in the Centre. So do pop in if you can. In the meantime,
stay safe everyone
Carole
PS To save the worry over whether you have paid your subs, why not make
payment by standing order. Also what a great Christmas gift a membership
would be at £12. Contact Carole if you need an SO form or want to buy a gift
membership.
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H M INSPECTOR OF NUISANCES
Looking for Leigh strays—people who moved away—in 1911, I came across Dora Hammond, born in Leigh around
1881 who was an Assistant Inspector of Nuisances for Romford Urban District Council. One of those quaint job
titles the Victorians loved so much.
The Inspector of Nuisances was the first incarnation of today’s environmental health inspector and was tasked with
prowling poor neighbourhoods and stamping out insanitary habits.
The Public Health Act of 1848 established local health boards, and appointed Inspectors of Nuisances to carry out
inspections and write nuisance reports for the Boards to consider action. An Inspector of Nuisances was employed
by the parish to inspect for offensive conditions that were in breach of the law, i.e, bad sanitary conditions, smells,
privvies, gutters, refuse heaps etc. They also distributed disinfectant so houses with smallpox were disinfected.
In Barking, a thriving fishing port, a magistrates’ order was obtained to strengthen Public Health Board regulations
and people were given jobs to inspect the manure cargoes that arrived at the quay and wharves.
Large quantities of manure were unloaded at the wharves during the night. Barges of all sizes, from 40 to 80 tons,
brought it down from London. The bargemen themselves said the manure had quantities of night soil mixed with
it, besides which it contained the refuse from the slaughter-houses, as well as dead calves, pigs, cats and dogs, all in
a more or less putrid state. The place was in such a state that they could shovel up the maggots upon it. Some
valued the manure for the market gardening industries:
“It must not be overlooked that the quay was a great convenience to the farmers and market gardeners,
who occupied about 10,000 acres, and that they would be seriously Injured if the landing of manure
was prohibited.”
Regulations stated that fishermen were banned from caulking, careening or breaming of vessels within 20 yards of
the quay.
Did this river traffic also come down to Leigh, surrounded by farmland in
those days? We certainly had our own Inspector of Nuisances as this
advertisement of 1910 shows. It obviously became too much for Mr
Frost. As a result of his retirement 135 applications were received for the
job! As for Dora Hammond I can find nothing about her at all—but what
a job for a woman.

THEN AND NOW
Thanks to member Tony Baws for this great picture of Victory Café in Elm Road. Looking at the modern day road it
looks very much like this is what is now Fellinis.(angle different of course) The picture was taken in 1994 so well
within memory. Who can recall the café—there was a café in this position in 1967 and until at least 1974, run by a
P G Medd—anyone recall?
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DOROTHY TEMPLE (WAKELEY)
Dorothy was the daughter of Roussean Fritzreal
Temple and his wife Sophia. and in 1911 the
family were living at Prospect House on Leigh
Hill, where they remained until Roussean’s death
in 1934. His wife sold the property in 1935.
Roussean was of German descent although born
in Ramsgate and was a draughtsman/engineer
for London County Council.
Rather than paraphrase Dorothy’s amazing life, I
am sure the Times will forgive me for
reproducing her obituary.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
Some exciting new publications are hitting the
bookshelves in the Heritage Centre and
hopefully in other local outlets.
As part of the
Fisheries Local
Action Group’s
Maritime
Heritage Project
we have a new
book
entitled
‘ Old Leigh Port
Through Times
of Change’. The
personal stories
and reflections
on the Old Town
of local people.
This includes memories of our own Secretary,
Margaret Buckey, and Member, Jane Lovell,
local fishermen and residents. At £5 it’s a snip.
Also under the project we have produced a new
Education Pack for our visiting schools.
Coming shortly is our Postcard Memories book
produced with the superb assistance of the
Hadleigh and Thundersley Archive and Jenny
and Ed Simpson, with postcards donated from a
range of people’s collections. £10 will get you
the best coffee table book in Leigh to beguile
your friends and visitors with all the reasons why
we love this place.
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THE BONNER VENTURERS OF LEIGH
The Annals of Leigh history bear witness to the Bonner family – master mariners of Leigh. Sadly the parish
registers of St Clement’s do not go back far enough to be able to record their ancestry and descendants so it has to
be found from various documents such as the Port Books of the Port of London and documents held by the Public
Record Office.
From this their story has been pieced together and recorded by historians and this is the barebones of what they
found. Stick with it to the end - no don’t go there now – wait for the surprise.
Abraham Bonner a master mariner and shipwright of Leigh, had 3 sons, Robert, Thomas and William and a
daughter, Judith. Abraham was commander of the 400 ton ship – the Antelope, a merchant vessel which was part
of the fleet assembled to fight the Spanish Armada in 1588. Abraham continued his seafaring between Hamburg
and other continental ports for many years until about 1612, mainly in his ship the Handmayd. Judith married John
Rawling another Leigh mariner.
Thomas married Alice Angell of Wapping whose father was probably owner or part owner of the Matthew
Bonaventure which traded between London and the continent. Thomas became master of the Matthew
Bonaventure in 1608/9.
When his father Abraham died in 1614 he left his 2 houses in Leigh, the Handmayd and an eighth share in the Josan to his wife, Joan, leaving only chattels to his sons.
The oldest son, Robert was a well established mariner by then and commanded the Mayflower (don’t get too
excited about that name) and the Josan, but he and his brother Thomas then decided to join the East India
Company and Robert was appointed master of the Dragon which sailed east as the flagship of Captain Best’s fleet
in 1612 and arrived back two years later in triumph.
Thomas was engaged as a master’s mate on a ship called Expedition and he invested in ‘two fair gilded leather
looking glasses, six pairs of gilded table books’ which he intended to use for barter in the east.
Thomas wrote a journal which shows that he was a pious and conscientious person but that’s as far as it goes as it
was in essence a nautical journal.
Rising through the ranks Thomas became a master himself in 1615 whilst the fleet was anchored in Table Bay.
It is known that he acquired bows and arrows in Surat so he could enjoy archery and took instruction in the game of
polo and shooting a bow and arrow, whilst on horseback, at an ostrich egg tied to a pole.
It is clear he became ill in June 1616 and the following month he wrote his will aboard the Expedition, off Tiku. He
left most of his possessions to his family, which in its detail makes interesting reading.
To his mother and sister he left gold rings worth forty shillings and a gown of black grosgrain. To his in laws he
left a length of black satin for mourning clothes. To his brother William he left his clothes, comprising a striped
taffeta coat and breeches, broadcloth nightgown, broadcloth horseman’s coat, two new suits made at Bantam,
towels, napkins, white hat, black hat and sword.
To Robert he left a suit length of black satin, a black hat with a gold band and fifty shillings to make a ring. And
Robert was to look after his wife and children.
He made other bequests of his nautical instruments to his colleagues. He died the following day.
Three years later Robert was commanding a squadron comprising the Dragon, Lyon, Expedition and Bear and on 1
October 1619 they were surprised at Tiku by 6 Dutch ships and Robert was wounded by ‘a shot in the body which
cut one of his ribs and back bone asunder’. The squadron was captured by the Dutch.
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Robert died on 9 October 1619 and at his request was buried on a little island in the roadstead of Tiku ‘ so neere to
his brother Thomas as could be ghessed’.
Thomas’ legacy to our maritime history is contained in his journals which are held at the public record office. In
these he wrote the following poem on ‘Newyeers daye 1616’
O God, which sittest in the heavens hye
In that cleere hight never seene by mortall ete,
For newyears gift this daye to Thee I bringe
My harte whiche shall unto Thy honor singe
Vouchasafe, O Lorde, this grace to me to give
That I maye prayse Thee so longe as |I shall live,
And that my tounge maye singe unto Thy prayse
And magnifye They name thoroweall my days,
That when my soule shall from my bodye flee
Her resting place maye be in heaven with Thee
Where all Thy saints continewallye do sunge
All laude and prayse unto the heavenly Kinge.
Tikei, also known as Manu, Tikai and Tiku is an island in the Tuamotu group in French
Polynesia, part of the King
George Islands and is uninhabited. The first recorded European to arrive to Tikei was Dutch mariner, Jacob
Roggeveen on May 18, 1722.

WELL I THINK WE IN LEIGH KNOW BETTER

ANYONE RECOGNISE THE FOOTBALL
STRIP?

GOOD OLD EBAY
Anyone remember Taylor and Brown, they were at 83
Broadway, from at least 1922—1967, but even before
that it was George E Taylor in 1914. It later became
Trustee Savings and then Lloyds Bank—and now—who
knows?
Were Taylor and Brown the longest
continuous use in the Broadway?
Actually they weren’t for Palmer and Sons, greengrocers of what is now Clement’s Arcade started out life in
1911 and were still there in the 70s. But even so 53
years is pretty good going.
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PRESENT FROM A PRINCESS
A request for help with a project gives you a chance to
share your ancestor’s life.
Hello, my name is Martin Barry.
I am a PhD student from the University of Bristol
researching ‘The Materiality, Memories and Material
Culture of Princess Mary’s 1914 Christmas Gift to
Soldiers and Sailors during the First World War’.
These little
embossed
brass boxes were only
given to those ‘wearing the
King’s uniform on Christmas Day 1914’. In all
around 2.6 million were
Caption describing
issued. They were packed
picture or graphic.
individually
into
a
cardboard box along with accompanying ‘comforts’ such
as smoking pipes, tobacco, cigarettes, sweets for
non-smokers and chocolate for nurses. Nothing was
placed inside the brass box except either a flint and
tinder
cigarette lighter or a pencil made from a rifle
bullet.
“To catch the reader's attention, place an

interesting sentence or quote from the story
here.”

This object is a powerful example of the material culture
of the First World War and carries with it many
significant
biographies. Biographies that include
memory, remembrance and commemoration. Some are
empty reminders of a much-loved father or grandfather,
now gone but not forgotten. Some are the legacy of
an ancestor not personally known by the current
custodian of the gift but still being commemorated
today.
Many of these ‘Gift’s from a Princess’ were kept and
sent home. A significant number remain with the
soldier’s
descendants and it is these people I am
seeking to contact. My goal is to interview people who
still have
these brass boxes to investigate these ‘memory
Caption
processes’
describingand to see how we link those people from
over
a hundred
years ago to today through these simple
picture
or
objects.
Can
you
help me?
graphic.
Before the Covid- 19 crisis I would interview face-to-face
but am now going to do it either virtually or over the
telephone.
All interviews will be recorded (audio only) but ALL
results will be made anonymous. If you would like to
take part in my research or would like more detailed
information, please email me at;
mb12582@bristol.ac.uk
Thank you for your help.

MEMORIES AND A SHORT HISTORY OF
'LEABRIDGE'
On the north side of the Arterial Road, approximately
opposite the junction with Oakwood Avenue, is a large
red-brick wall. This marks the boundary of the
current-day Airborne Industrial Estate, but during
World War 2 this whole site was occupied by a factory
that made crucial items for the war effort. It was
known locally as "Leabridge".
In 1930 a company called Lea Bridge Rubber Works
Ltd. was established at Lea Bridge, London E5, making
various types of rubber sheeting and associated
products. A sister company, Lea Bridge Aircraft
Section, was then formed, with a factory at Priory
Works, Arterial Road, Southend-on-Sea. These two
companies then became two divisions of Lea Bridge
Industries.
During World War 2 the Lea Bridge Aircraft Section
made, amongst other things, parachutes and barrage
balloons. (For information on barrage balloons see:
https://www.findmypast.co.uk/1939register/barrageballoons). My mother, Connie Marsh. did her 'War
Work' there, initially in the manufacture of
parachutes, then as a Parachute Inspector. At one
point she was seconded to inspect parachutes at a
factory in Guildford (RFD inflatables) which made
some products that were similar to those at Lea Bridge
Aircraft Section. RFD patented a single-seater life raft,
with miniature sail, as a pack that was fitted to the
parachute pack for all RAF fighter pilots in WW2.
These life raft were manufactured in quantity by Lea
Bridge Aircraft Section.

The barrage balloons at Lea Bridge Aircraft Section
were assembled and tested there. This work must
have been difficult and uncomfortable, involving a lot
of crawling, kneeling, and having to put up with fumes
from the adhesives used. (There is an account of this
in the book: 'Essex at War' by Frances Clamp, ISBN 978
1 47386 041 1).
Just after the war, reporting restrictions were lifted
and Lea Bridge Aircraft Section was able to describe
itself and its products to the full. The following extract
is from an advert in 1945, and it shows the wide capability of the company:
"Designers and Manufacturers of Aircraft
Seating, Soundproof Panelling, Parachutes and Mae
Wests, Inflatable Lifeboats and Dinghies, Barrage and
Meteorological Balloons, Flotation Gear and 'Airborne'
Domestic Upholstery for Airports, Hotels and Clubs."
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In 1947 Leigh Bridge Industries exhibited at the British
Industries Fair, which was organised by the Board of
Trade and held at Olympia and Earls Court. The
impressive range of products by Lea Bridge Aircraft
Section continued through the 1950s and into the 1960s,
when it changed its name to Airborne Industries Ltd.
In 1964 Airborne Industries was acquired by a Holding
Company, and became part of a group of companies
involved with air technology, plastics and shoe
manufacture. The factory on the Arterial Road continued
with its Ministry of Defence work, which now included
rubber boats for military purposes. In the 1970s I knew
the Ministry of Defence representative who would visit
regarding technical and contractual matters regarding
these boats. At the same factory some commercial work
was also undertaken, including prototype development
of inflatable buildings, and a balloon system for use in
Canadian forestry work, for lifting and transporting
individual tree trunks.
Eventually Airborne Industries became a subsidiary of
Icarus Training Systems Ltd., a privately-owned British
company specialising in technical inflatable products for
the training of aviation and military personnel. Since the
1990s it has been based in Temple Farm Industrial Estate,
Southend on Sea, and has utilised specialist staff and
technology from the 'Leabridge' factory on the Arterial
Road.
by Geoff Gonella
Main sources of information
1)
Grace's Guide to British Industrial History. https://
www.gracesguide.co.uk/
2) The Aviation Ancestry Database of British Aviation Advertisements,
1909-1990.
3) Airborne Industries Ltd.
4) www.godalmingmuseum.org.uk/index.php?page=Reginald-FosterDagnall.
Acknowledgements
Many thanks to:
a) The Aviation Ancestry Database of British Aviation Advertisements,
for providing image files of advertisements.
b) Airborne Industries Ltd. for copyright permission to use certain
images and items of text.
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KEEPING IT LOCAL

CHANGES TO PLANNING

Whilst we have been shielding ourselves over the summer
and trying to keep safe, not everything has been great in
the town.

As members will know the Leigh Society tries to
keep a watchful eye on developments in Leigh and
comments on planning applications as much as
possible. Alan Crystall oversees our planning input
to the Council.

Once lockdown was eased we found ourselves invaded
throughout the Borough with hordes of visitors who we
would normally welcome with open arms. Sadly it was
not always a pleasant experience.

A few weeks ago the Government issued a White
Paper on revamping the whole planning system,
and it does give some cause for concern.

In the Old Town, even with the pubs still shut, we saw
large gatherings of youths on Bell Wharf not behaving in a
responsible manner and hampering our fishing boats as
they tried to land their catches. The Council had to gate
off the Wharf to keep this under control.

The main thrust of the White Paper is the necessity
to build more homes and as a consequence of new
calculations this could mean an even higher
number for the Borough as a whole.

The Old Town was also inundated on those hot summer
days and evenings with large groups of mainly young
adults, drinking in the street and causing mayhem such
that the Police had to impose a dispersal order.

So the Council could find it more difficult to resist
development which locally we feel is inappropriate
or overloading our infrastructure. The White Paper
acknowledges infrastructure problems but offers
no detailed solutions.

That was bad enough, but what they left behind them
beggared belief not just in the Old Town but in our parks
and gardens, and especially our beaches. Mountains of
litter made up of some really awful content, food and
general rubbish. Veolia and beach and litter groups did a
valiant job of getting it cleared up as quickly as possible
and keeping on top of it during the day.
We weren’t the only places to suffer, it was a countrywide
phenomenon, but that doesn’t make it any easier to bear.
Let’s hope the worst is over
Of course we benefitted from no traffic, clearer skies, less
pollution and more birdsong, and also took the time to
have a good old clear out.
The challenge now will be not to revert to our bad old
ways and try and keep those benefits, or at least some of
them into the future.
Many events had to be cancelled but one piece of good
news it that the HMS Leigh commemoration of VE Day,
although cancelled, will be coming back in May next year
as VE Day76—so that is something to look forward to.

We know residents will be unhappy about that.
On the bright side the Council has recently,
undertaken with expert help, a full appraisal of all
the Borough’s Conservation Areas. This is a really
in depth study of the areas and, as Leigh has 4
such areas, it is important to us.
There may be some changes and potentially new
areas worthy of conservation, which is all to the
good.
These will be the subject of public consultation so
look out for this. These appraisals give a wealth of
information about the areas and their history so
are a good basis for learning about the town.
We know some of you have expressed concern
about the redevelopment of the Grand—and it is
worrying how long it is taking and the apparent
scale of the works that are going on. As a
consequence the Council Planning Officers are
keeping a very close eye on the works to ensure
that they are in line with the planning permission

Any opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the particular author
and not necessarily those of the committee and officers of the Society. We
hope you will like to keep your copy of Leighway, but if not please recycle
it
© Leigh Society, Leigh Heritage Centre, 13A High Street, Leigh-on-Sea SS9
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